






“If there’s a crucifixion of everything, 
there is a resurrection. The soul paints 

and restores through embroidery.”
Dr Carol Hofmeyr
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foreword

When I was just seven years old, during Christmas of 1999, I remember elders talking about 

judgment day. That the year 2000 was when everything worldly would fall. Though the 

world did not end in 2000, a lot of lives in South Africa fell that year and would continue 

to fall for many years to come due to the HIV/AIDS pandemic. However, there are layers 

and other factors that contribute to how the disease manifests itself in our society. Poverty 

and hunger are some of those factors. What do people do when they are faced with such 

disease, ravaging families and leaving scarred communities? What happens when hope 

and prayer are not enough? It was against this landscape that the Keiskamma Art Project 

formed 20 years ago.

Through embroidery and textile, the artists from the Keiskamma Art Project share, stitch, 

and write personal and collective trauma experienced by a majority of black South Africans 

as a way of healing. These narratives function as a message of hope and resilience. The 

stylistic characteristics of the work are rough, full of energy and often there are dominant 

types of line work. This particular style suggests a long journey, one which is characterised 

by experiences - good and bad.

DEATH AND RESURRECTION is a curatorial timeline and conversation that pokes, dissects 

and unpacks life in a way that advances the dialogue of marginalised experiences, touching 

on commentary of social issues that span years. Since then many more issues have 

been explored in their work, ranging from the environment and natural world, symbolic 
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resurrection, history of occupation & resistance, and recently, the Covid-19 pandemic. 

I had the privilege of meeting some of the artists in 2019 when they were attending an 

artist residency in Cape Town. Remembering the first time I came across their work in 

a South African art education textbook in awe of the raw honesty and the colour and 

scale in which the works are made, I found the moment of meeting them face to face 

even more emotional than I had expected. To have conversations about the work they 

were making and to hear them speak about their process was poignant for me. It awoke 

something in my spirit. It added value to how I see the world and how art can be used as 

an apparatus or as therapy to work through social issues. Given the fact that most of the 

artists are probably the same age as my late mother, I felt protected by their presence. 

I knew right then that, they are the voice for the millions of beings who were not able to 

speak artistically about certain things. It felt like they were placed to meet with me at 

that particular moment in time to make me accept that my artistic journey is correct. 

     

Let DEATH AND RESURRECTION take your hand while you connect with the works and 

feel what the artists felt when creating them. Feel their sadness, their hope, and their 

pride. And at the end, allow a moment of hopeful enlightenment to wash over you that 

these works extend far beyond the explored pain of the artists’ collective. They are a 

symbol of the power of a community coming together to use their creativity against 

agony. 









introduction

Twenty years ago, a group of women in a remote Eastern Cape village in South Africa called Hamburg, began stitching artworks as a way 

of staving off poverty. This became known as the Keiskamma Art Project after the Keiskamma River which flows into the Indian Ocean in an 

estuary near the village. From their first exhibition, Vuselela, meaning ‘restoration’ in Xhosa, to iconic artworks such as the 3m x 6m, multi-

paneled Keiskamma Altarpiece; the life-size rendition of Picasso’s Guernica; and a 120m long tapestry that sits in Parliament in South Africa, this 

artist collective have produced dozens of prolific pieces which are recognised for their place in art history on the African continent and in the 

international art community. The works cut deeply into the fabric of a community scarred by poverty, political turmoil and the story of HIV/AIDS. 

Often referencing well-recognised and religious artworks from European tradition, the artists insert their own stories, experiences and culture 

through needlework and textile. In a bid to form connections and express a shared humanity, the artists consciously link their experiences to 

other communities who have also historically experienced similar injustices, plagues and pandemics, war and hardships. Similarly, by making 

the works in the same form and composition as the canonical European artworks, it validates to western society the experiences and stories of 

people who are otherwise not heard. 

 

Marking twenty years after the launch of the Keiskamma Art Project, this catalogue aims to bring together pieces into one immersive experience. 

An inquiry into the fabric of society, of humanity and of illness through embroidery and storytelling, this book brings into view the conversation 

of a community using art as a medium of expression and healing. By holding many of the revered pieces in one space, it will allow for an 

appreciation and education of the techniques, influences and the curatorial story of the development of the works over the past two decades. 

 A closer look at where art and health meet carves a space for dialogue around issues such as HIV/AIDS, racial marginalisation and women’s 

voices through unpacking the threads of conversation woven into different art pieces.



history

In 2000 medical doctor and fine artist Dr Carol Hofmeyr observed extreme poverty in 

Hamburg shortly after moving there. By introducing embroidery to a small group of women 

as an art medium as well as a way to make a living, she encouraged the growth of an 

artists collective, inviting educators from all over the world to impart skills and knowledge 

in teaching techniques and self-expression. In creating a platform for genuinely creative 

representation and establishing relationships within the local community, the course of 

devastating HIV/AIDS-related health issues was exposed. In response to this frightening 

destitution, Dr Hofmeyr implemented urgent strategies and partnerships to address issues 

of indigence and lack of access to adequate health services. 

In 2002 the Keiskamma Trust was formally established as a community health and 

development NGO incorporating the artist collective as part of the larger framework. It must 

be noted that the catalyst for the establishment of a health and education programme was 

driven through art making. The art pieces generated by the artists were, and continue to 

be, direct responses to the health and social issues faced by the community. The humanity, 

hope and devastation are repeatedly translated within the artworks. 







embroidery
and the
subversive stitch
The relationship between women and embroidery has been associated historically with 

female domesticity. This is changing and embroidery is now morphing from the traditional 

and marginalised craft act into the fine arts, revolutionising expression and creativity. The 

artists from Keiskamma continually demonstrate the use of controversial and subversive 

stitching. For example, in Xhosa history cattle have been a prized commodity, and women 

are still often excluded from the ownership of the cattle. Women were not even allowed 

to walk through a herd of cattle in the company of other women or allowed a say in the 

inheritance of cattle, despite cattle being the currency of marital endowment by men called 

Lobola. The motif of the cow is one of the earliest metaphors used in the artworks as a 

disruptive comment against patriarchy that is still being used today. 

Women are using embroidery and fabric as the conduit for their voices to tell their own 

stories and those of their community in a bid to address and hopefully heal wounds of the 

past. 



environment and 
the natural world

art and illness
Rose Altarpiece
2m high x 1.15m wide

Mixed media incl fabric, appliqué, wirework, beading, embroidery, 

photographs and paper roses

(Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Art Museum, Gqeberha)

Marriage of Nolulama and Luthando
2m high x 1.2m wide

Mixed media incl paintings, embroidery,fabric, perlemoen shell buttons

(Hamburg , Eastern Cape)

Keiskamma Altarpiece
Closed 4.15m high x 4.6m wide and open 4.15m high x 6.8m wide

Mixed media incl beadwork, photographs, appliqué, embroidery

(Hamburg , Eastern Cape)

Keiskamma Guernica
3.5m high x 7.8m wide

Mixed media incl appliqué, felt, embroidery, rusted wire, metal tags, 

beaded Aids ribbons, used blankets and old clothes

(Javett Art Centre at the University of Pretoria, Tshwane)

Creation Altarpiece
Closed 3.8m high x 2.6m wide and open 3.8m high x 4.6m wide

Mixed media incl felt, embroidery, photographs,beadwork, wirework 

and appliqué

(UNISA, Tshwane)

South African Trees in Time
26 panels varying between 4 x 1m and 4 x 5.5m

Silk, satin, taffeta, appliqué, felt, embroidery

(Murray and Roberts Head Office, Bedforview, Gauteng)

Botanicals
0.52m x 0.52m each

Donated fabric, appliqué, embroidery, felt

(Vergelegen Wine Estate, Somerset West, Cape Town)

Intsikizi Tapestries
Approx. 1m high x 1.4m wide on wooden stands

Appliqué and embroidery

(x3 in Gardens, Cape Town; x1 in Isle of Man; x1 in Centurion, 

Gauteng; x1 in Cape Town)

curatorial themes



our daily bread Our Daily Bread
2.5m high x 7.5m wide

Fabric, embroidery, appliqué

(Hamburg, Eastern Cape)

resurrection A New Earth
1.1m high x 1.56m wide

Heavily embroidered and appliqué

(Hamburg, Eastern Cape)

occupation 
and resistance 
Keiskamma Tapestry
0.7m high x 120m long

Embroidery on hessian with linoprints and beadwork

(Parliament Buildings, Cape Town)

Cream Tapestry
16 panels, each between 3 and 6 metres wide x 0.7m high

Embroidery on cream hessian with beads and buttons

(Clark’s Headquarters, United Kingdom)

Women’s Charter Tapestries
Diameter average 0.65m

12 circular felt, applique and embroidery

(Destined for Women’s Living Heritage Museum, Tshwane)

Biko Tapestry
0.8m high x 1.5m wide

Embroidery, fabric, appliqué

(University of Johannesburg, Gauteng)

Vuselela Exhibition
Various dimensions

Embroidered traditional cloth, skirts and bags with printed text, 

beadwork and braiding

(Hamburg, Eastern Cape)



art and
illness



A deep dive into the intersection of health and art, 

these artworks are inquiries into the role that art has 

played in the lives of the artists from the Keiskamma Art 

Project, the lives of the community of Hamburg and in 

storytelling around the HIV/ AIDS pandemic.







Rose Altarpiece
2005

2m high x 1.15m wide

mixed media

Inspired by Martin Schongauer’s The Virgin of the 

Rose Bush, this work was made to celebrate the 

role of older women in holding the community 

together in the wake of the HIV/AIDS pandemic. 

Nokwanda Makubalo, a later elder of the district, 

is seen with her niece’s daughter who she adopted 

after her niece died. This altarpiece speaks of 

the many mothers and grandmothers in the 

community who cared for orphans. Discovering 

the skill of paper mache, the paper roses were 

made in reference to sacred statues made 

by an Italian artist from the province of Lecce 

in Southern Italy. The technique, ‘Cartapesta 

Leccese’, new to the artists from Keiskamma, was 

revealed in celebration of their grandmothers.

2m

1.15m





Marriage of 
Nolulama and 
Luthando
2006

2m high x 1.2m wide

mixed media

Nolulama and Luthando were two of the earliest 

AIDS patients in the community of Hamburg to 

receive antiretroviral (ARV) treatment, and to 

become well again. They met in the first patients’ 

AIDS treatment centre and subsequently married. 

The work was made to celebrate young people 

going back to a normal life when all presumed they 

would die. Made by members of the Keiskamma 

Art Project in classes with visual artist Marialda 

Marais, who imparted formal art training with the 

artists for over ten years, the acrylic paintings 

around the central figures were inspired through 

storytelling by elderly people from the community 

who had lost their children. 

2m

1.2m





a. b.

a d
c

b



c. d.



Keiskamma
Altarpiece
2005

Closed 4.15m high x 4.6m wide; open 4.15m high x 6.8m wide

mixed media including beadwork, photographs, 

appliqué, embroidery

The Keiskamma Altarpiece is based closely on the Isenheim 

altarpiece by Grunewald in theme, size and structure. As in 

Grunewald’s work, intense physical suffering is illustrated 

and placed alongside restoration and salvation. Offering 

spiritual rather than medical hope, this piece was started 

when the community had no treatment for HIV/AIDS. 

The figure of Christ in Grunewald’s work, one of the most 

disturbing images of the crucifixion in European art history, 

is said to carry all the diseases known to man. Much of the 

work made by the Keiskamma artists is based on well-known 

European art works thus connecting an isolated community 

to all humanity in its suffering and hope. In this way the 

artists communicate our common pain and joy. 

In the middle panels all forms of worship in the rural area of 

Hamburg are depicted. Culminating as the restoration in the 

final fourth piece and indicating Grunewald’s remarkable 

resurrection panel, the work shows the village of Hamburg 

being lifted into heaven.

4.15m

4.6m





4.15m

6.8m





4.15m

6.8m





a. b.

a
cd

b



c. d.



By 2009, although the South African government was supplying ARVs, the management of 

people living with HIV/AIDS in Hamburg deteriorated because Keiskamma Health programme 

could no longer supply ARVS to their patients. Instead they had to receive them through 

the government system which made accessing treatment much more difficult. No allowance 

was made for the realities of social structures of rural areas with poor access to transport, 

health amenities and medication and thus adherence to treatment was affected. In theory 

the government treatment programme was functioning but the everyday situation was 

distressing. When the sick were admitted to hospital the care was often harsh, incompetent 

and careless. Patients being cared for by the health services of the Keiskamma Trust were 

forced to be transferred into the local governmental system and, in the transferral, several 

members of the community died from negligence. Responding to the dire conditions, the 

artists turned to Picasso’s Guernica as an essential artwork that cries out against injustice 

and meaningless suffering. Validating their anger about their loss and pain, the Keiskamma 

Guernica became an immensely powerful mechanism to express sorrow and rage. Depicting 

Keiskamma
Guernica

2010

3.5m high x 7.8m wide

mixed media including appliqué, embroidery, felt, wire, blankets, metal, beads



traditional Xhosa symbols like the dying cow and studying Picasso’s weeping women in 

workshops, many children and adults expressed their immeasurable grief through drawings 

which form part of the background of the piece. 

Here, restoration is lean, and despair is glaring. Art historians refer to Picasso’s ‘sick sun’ 

in the Guernica. For the artists from Keiskamma, a candle hardly illuminating anything 

represents the absence of optimism and light. The only image embroidered in an artwork of 

the founder of the Keiskamma Art Project, Dr Carol Hofmeyr, is shown as a figure trying to 

escape in response to the overwhelming and endless suffering. 

Although the work is without hope and shows desperation, the making of the work brought 

about a new wave of resolution and restoration by acknowledging and honouring those who 

died in the AIDS pandemic. Healing took place through the creative process and freedom to 

be allowed to express anger and to mourn deeply; and through these emotions there was a 

renewal of pride and dignity within the community.

3.5m

7.8m







a. b.

a

d

c
b



c. d.







environment 
and the
natural 

world



Having engaged with the pain and suffering inflicted by disease 

portrayed in the first encounter of the survey, we now enter into 

the process of how the community of Hamburg has related to 

the natural world. From hope to conservation, myths and more 

storytelling, the artworks examine the environmental journeys 

embarked on by the artists, and how this ties into the existence 

of being and to life itself.







Creation
Altarpiece
2007

Closed 3.8m high x 2.6m wide, open 3.8m high x 4.6m wide

mixed media

The Creation Altarpiece was made in the period between the Keiskamma Altarpiece and the 

Keiskamma Guernica. Composed in a time of hope and calm, the community was starting to see 

people recover from HIV/AIDS and live healthier lives. By assuming the themes indicated in Jan van 

Eyck’s Ghent Altarpiece of celebration and connection to the natural world, the artists wished to 

observe their pristine and largely untouched environment and the diversity of the people living in it. 

Two resilient elderly and idiosyncratic people Shadrack and Mildred, who lived by subsistence in the 

village of Hamburg flank the middle section of the piece illustrating low-impact and historical human 

reliance on natural resources in the region. On the altar, instead of a lamb as depicted in van Eyck’s 

work, the artists place the traditional sacrificial bull as the crucified Christ. Van Eyck shows various 

citizens of the city converging to worship the lamb (Christ), the Creation Altarpiece shows parts of 

the community burgeoning towards healing for example, memory box projects with orphans, health 

development and music education. An image of an enormous fig tree growing over a broken wall 

symbolises new life and hope. Based on a real life colossal fig tree enveloping a colonial ruin near 

Hamburg, the same tree is used repeatedly in the iconography of the work made by the artists over 

the last twenty years. The tree is made from felt using the needle-felting process.

Through the making of this piece, felt-making became part of the Keiskamma artists’ skills repertoire. 

3.8m

2.6m





3.8m

4.6m





a. b.

b ca
d



c. d.



South African
Trees in Time
2009

26 panels varying between 4 x 1m and 4 x 5.5m

raw silk, satin, taffeta, appliqué, embroidery, 

felting

Referencing Monet’s Rouen Cathedral and work from 

the Impressionists, South African Trees in Time speaks 

to the resilience of nature in contrast to man-made 

creations. Using the felting technique along with 

embroidery and sewing, gargantuan trees made from 

colourful, donated garments are shown at different 

times of the day. Illuminating the impact of nature and 

seasonal change, the theme of death and resurrection 

sits firmly within the framework of arboreal life, 

showing dark and light. Twenty six indigenous trees 

from the nine provinces of South Africa are set in 

amongst detailed backgrounds and foliage.









Botanicals
2013

0.52m x 0.52m each

appliqué, donated fabrics, embroidery

Inspired by Josef Frank’s botanicals of the 

1950’s, a series of tapestries of flora and 

fauna in and around the region of Hamburg, 

Botanicals depict the artists’ careful attention 

to the local plants, some endangered species. 

These pieces bring into view the relationship 

the artists have with the splendour of their 

natural environment, providing intricately 

embroidered visuals of their reverence of the 

beauty they see in the flowers and animals 

and the ebb and flow of life on the planet. 

0.52m

0.52m













This collection of tapestries became the starting point of a discussion in the community 

about belief, custom and tradition. The artworks are based on the medieval tapestries 

‘Hunt for the Unicorn’, now housed in the Cloisters, part of the Metropolitan Museum of Art 

in New York. Unlike all the other ma jor works which are made in the exact dimensions of 

the original work these tapestries are much smaller but are made in proportion to the set 

of works in New York. Working with local authors, researchers and historians, the artists 

probed stories attached to various indigenous birds, namely that of the endangered Ground 

Hornbill or Intsikizi. 

 

Intsikizi
Tapestries

2015
6 panels approx. 1m high x 1.4m wide on wooden stands

framed embroideries on fabric on stands



The pieces tell the story of a Xhosa hunt for a Ground Hornbill. The story is set against the 

historical sacredness of the Ground Hornbill in Xhosa culture and present-day young hunters’ 

disregard for this historical sacredness. The young hunters teach their dogs to hunt the Hornbill 

because it is regarded as an easy catch as the bird is slow to take flight. In the past it was 

considered a bad omen to kill hornbills as it could result in floods or droughts. Like the unicorn 

in the ‘Hunt for the Unicorn’ the Ground Hornbill is associated with rain. The elders in the 

Xhosa community believed just a feather could bring rain and are against killing the birds. 

Resurrecting values and respect to the natural world plays an important role in this collection. 

1m

1.4m















resurrection



After passing through both the health and environmental 

aspects of the survey, both dense in their own right, 

from despair to hope, hope to despair, here we take a 

pause, a breathing space to reflect on a single artwork. 

An intimate engagement and recognition of a person 

whose noble and concerned actions underpin the 

generative nature of the art-making. Portraying hope, 

humility and disillusionment and not massive in scale, 

this detailed tapestry sits quietly. 



A New
Earth
2018

1.1m high x 1.56m wide

embroidery on cotton

Inspired by The Fall of the Rebel Angels by Breugel, Dr Carol Hofmeyr, 

founder of the Keiskamma Art Project, reflects in contrast to Breugel’s work. 

The Fall of the Rebel Angels was made when explorers were returning from 

far off places with exotic and strange plants and animals never seen before 

in Europe, and at a time when the physical world was regarded as fallen 

and evil and heaven was seen as a place outside of the natural world. The 

rebel angels are damned and Gabriel condemns them to this fallen world. 

Bruegel uses the chaotic natural world as an excuse to paint the strange 

creatures he is seeing in Europe for the first time. The spiritual world was 

outside of and separate from the natural world, which was the place where 

evil was said to dwell. 

In A New Earth, the reverse idea is portrayed. The composition turns 

Breugel’s composition on its head with Christ’s empty grave clothes at the 

bottom. He is no longer dead and His resurrection becomes the resurrection 

of all creation restored in its beauty and variety (heaven). 

1.1m

1.56m





a. b.

a
db

c



c. d.



occupation 
and 

resistance



South Africa’s political history goes hand in hand with 

social inequalities. These inequalities are intrinsically 

entangled with the health and gender issues a 

community like Hamburg faces. Turning points - 

both painful and triumphant - are probed in various 

artworks in the next section. 



Vuselela
exhibition
2002

Various dimensions

embroidery, beading, prints, textiles

The Vuselela exhibition was the very first public exhibition of the 

Keiskamma Art Project. Nguni cows were central to the theme of the 

exhibit and became significant to the vision of the group of artists. 

The story of the Prophetess Nongqawuse prophesying that by 

killing livestock, the lost herds of cattle of the Xhosa people would 

be restored, peace and prosperity would come again to the Xhosa 

people (and white people would be pushed back into the sea from 

where they came) became an important story that would be seen 

emerging throughout various artworks at a later stage. The idea of 

restoration and prosperity in the story is the part that the artists 

turned their attention to. Instead of rejecting historical subjugators, 

they embraced racial diversity in South Africa, whilst not forgetting 

the cruel past, aiming to bring well-being to the women of Hamburg, 

thus fulfilling Nongqawuse’s prophecy of renewal. Using the stitch 

subversively, the female artists embroidered cows as a symbol of 

wealth and ownership for women, in the face of traditional Xhosa 

patriarchy.













In the year after their first exhibition in 2001, the artists studied the history of the region 

going back as far as the Khoi-San inhabitants, and in response made a strikingly long and 

detailed piece which was pivotal in showing the world the influential role of the collective. 

In contrast to the Bayeux Tapestry from where the inspiration was derived, the Keiskamma 

Tapestry observes the history of those who have been subjugated and the violation of rights 

for people in the Eastern Cape for over two hundred years. 

Made to the same dimension of the Bayeux Tapestry, the Keiskamma Tapestry also makes use 

of embroidery as a storytelling mechanism. Pre-colonial histories, Xhosa ancestry, Frontier 

Wars, British conquest of the Xhosa, apartheid and the first democratic elections in South 

Africa are narratives depicted. 

Keiskamma 
Tapestry

2004

0.7m high x 120m long

embroidery on hessian with beadwork and linocut



The story of the settlers, both Dutch and British, needing cattle for the passing ships at the 

Cape and expanding their reach further and further in the interior and Eastern Cape and the 

story of the cattle killing is central to this piece. The image of cattle is constant throughout 

the work and incidents and battles are depicted in different “chapters” with prominent 

personalities of the time acting as breaks in the story such as Chief Sandile, Nongqawuse and 

Queen Victoria. The Bayeux Tapestry depicts an invasion and a conquest, and underlying the 

Keiskamma Tapestry is the hope that the bitterness, loss and anger caused by the invasion 

of Southern Africa will one day be a story where the conflict is resolved, where conquerors 

and conquered will be reconciled and integrated. It ends with the first free election in South 

Africa, a time of great hope for all South Africans.

120m

0.7m



a. Khoisan

a. b.

b. Pre-colonial history





c. Xhosa ancestry homestead

c.

d. First Frontier War

d.





e. British conquest of Xhosa

f. Prophecy of Nongqawuse



e. f.



g. Apartheid

h. First democratic election



g. h.



k.

i. j. k.

l.



i. j.l. m.n.

l. m. n.



Inspired by Keiskamma Tapestry and Bayeax Tapestry, and using similar historical 

themes to the Keiskamma Tapestry, this work was named after the cream-coloured 

hessian the embroidery sits on. Traditionally, the Mfengu people in the Eastern Cape 

have used this cloth in ceremonial dress. Shorter in length than the Keiskamma 

Tapestry, the history is abbreviated and the making of this artwork helped generate 

creative momentum after the Keiskamma Tapestry was completed. 

Cream
Tapestry
2004

16 panels, each between 3 and 6 metres wide x 0.7m high

embroidery on traditional Xhosa fabric iBayi

100m

0.7m

a.

a.





b.

c.

b.

c.





These tapestries pivot around women’s voices and gender struggle. Originally designed for a planned 

Women’s Museum of Living History in Tshwane, themes of freedom and gender discrimination in 

traditional rural Xhosa culture are shown throughout all twelve pieces. Inspired by the Women’s March 

of 1956, which some of the elderly women in the community were part of, the story of emancipation of 

the female voice is central to this body of work. Taking clauses from the Women’s Charter in 1956, the 

Women’s Charter in 1994 and creating their own clauses in 2016, the artists honour the women from 

’56 and themselves by recording names and images related to personal and historical significance. 

Taken from the 1954 charter: More browns, sepia and greys were used in this series giving the 

impression of old photographs with the text of the charter in coloured or silver thread showing the 

hope that the charter brought about during dark times. 

Taken from the 1994 charter: In this series and the final series, a blue palette mixed with full colour is 

used to speak to hope and renewal, promise and change. 

Clauses generated as ‘Present and hope for the future’ (2016): the phrases for the pieces emerged 

from discussions around what still needs to be achieved for women to feel equal and have dignity.

Women’s Charter 
Tapestries
2016

12 circular pieces diameter average 0.65m

felt, appliqué, embroidery

0.65m

0.65m





A women’s lot: We share the cares
of our menfolk

Women’s Charter 1954...



Removal of all laws that discriminate 
against us as women



A single society: we join hands with 
our men to remove social evils



Need for education, emancipation: join 
us in our noble endeavour 



We strive for removal of all laws that 
discriminate against us as women 



As citizens of South Africa we are 
here to claim our rights

Women’s Charter 1994...



Recognition and respect 
for work in the home



Recognition of our work 
in the community



We claim full and 
equal participation 



Keep girl children in school, choice of family planning, 
housing for all, freedom to choose, keep our children safe

Present and hope

for the future...



Stop abuse of women and children, houses for women and children,
free tertiary education, improved education, employment for women



We are strong we have won, we stand together
to face the future 



Biko
Tapestry
2014

0.8m high x 1.5m wide 

shweshwe, appliqué, embroidery, fabric

Honouring South African struggle hero, 

Steve Biko, this tapestry was spear-headed 

by one of the artists, Nomfusi Nkani, 

who died in 2017. Using Biko’s, I Write 

what I Like: A Selection of his writings 

as inspiration, Nkani used images from 

the internet to inform her drawings that 

were then translated into a tapestry by a 

small group of artists from the collective. 

Telling Biko’s story in the backdrop of the 

black consciousness movement during 

the brutality of apartheid, much of the 

tapestry examines his Eastern Cape 

origins. Driven by the belief that Biko’s 

story should be appreciated by the youth, 

this work also highlights the role that 

Biko played in endorsing and fighting for 

education.

0.8m

1.5m





a.

a
b



b.



our daily 
bread



Finally the survey brings us back to the theme of health. 

Life and death, resurrection and hope. In this chapter 

we see the artists’ response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

This piece integrates experiences and storytelling around 

collective resilience. Strangely coinciding with twenty years 

of artmaking and a community sometimes yielding to illness 

and sometimes triumphing over illness, this part of the 

survey will question humanity against a backdrop of a global 

contagion and the relevance of sharing experiences through 

art. Giving visibility and voice to those deemed invisible. 
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2.5m high x 7.5m wide

appliqué, embroidery, fabric

A tree of life, in the form of a sacred fig/umkhiwane, at its centre, 

this tapestry is divided into twelve months, starting from February 

2020, ending in January 2021. Embodying the emotional seasons of 

the response to COVID, the central tree is shown to be a winter tree. 

Using short haikus written by celebrated South African author and 

poet, Marguerite Poland, and Xhosa proverbs, the artists embroidered 

the text into the tapestry as a way of expressing what they were 

experiencing, speaking of the cosmology that connects people 

and living things in time and place in the Eastern Cape. Deepening 

the inquiry into the emotions evoked by the poetry, imagery about 

suffering and resilience during the pandemic are illustrated, filling the 

canvas beneath the branches of the sacred tree. 

2.5m

7m













timeline



1994

1999

2001

2002

2003

2004

First free elections in SA – Nelson Mandela as President

Thabo Mbeki as President

Mbeki incorrectly claimed, based on outdated statistics, 
that HIV/AIDS is only the 12th leading killer in South Africa, 
when it was actually the leading killer

The ARVs that had been approved by the government of 
South Africa five months earlier first began reaching tertiary 
hospitals in April 2004, however people in rural South Africa 
were unable to access ARVs from the government until 2008

Embroidery techniques taught to a group of women 
from Hamburg by master embroiders from Oxford

First board of  Keiskamma Project was formed

Merit award Brett Kebble Art Awards

Brett Kebble prize for Keiskamma Tapestry

FNB Gold Award for Keiskamma Tapestry

Keiskamma Tapestry acquired by Standard Bank

Keiskamma Tapestry on permanent show at the 
Houses of Parliament, Cape Town

VusElEla Exhibition

KeisKamma TapesTry

CREAM TApEsTRy



2005

2006

2007

ARV and palliative care begins in the village 
of Hamburg via PEPFAR

Keiskamma Tapestry exhibited by The Constitution Hill Trust 
in the Constitutional Hill gallery, honoured by Albie Sachs, 

former judge in the Constitutional Court of South Africa

Keiskamma Altarpiece exhibited at St Marks Cathedral, Seattle, USA

Dr Carol Hofmeyr, founder of the Keiskamma Art Project, awarded 
Shoprite Checkers, Woman of the Year Award for Art

Keiskamma Altarpiece exhibited National Arts Festival, 
Makhanda

Keiskamma Altarpiece exhibited as part of Ansister, 
Women’s Day at Constitution Hill, Johannesburg

Rose Altarpiece acquired by Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Art Museum

Keiskamma Tapestry unveiled in Parliament, Cape Town

Keiskamma Altarpiece exhibited at WITS University, Johannesburg

Cream Tapestry exhibited at East London Museum, Eastern Cape

Keiskamma Altarpiece begins world tour starting in Canada,
2006 until 2008

Tapestries about Johannesburg and Icons on show at
Everard Read Gallery, Johannesburg, 2006

Keiskamma Altarpiece exhibited at Fowler Museum at UCLA, US

Democracy Tapestry sold to Wits Art Galleries Collection

Department of Foreign Affairs orders wall hangings for
African Union buildings in Addis Ababa

rose altarpiece

keiskamma altarpiece

Creation altarpieCe

Marriage of NolulaMa aNd luthaNdo



2008

2009

2010

Mbeki recalled by the National Executive Committee of the ANC

People of Hamburg and surrounds continue to gain access to 
ARVS through PEPFAR programme until 2010. 

Jacob Zuma becomes president and Barbara Hogan, Health Minister 
approves the government ARV roll-out in rural areas which only 
reaches Hamburg and its surround the following year

Regional hospitals start receiving ARVS, the hospice in Hamburg 
forced to close and absorbed into the Eastern Cape Provincial 
hospital an hour’s drive away.  Keiskamma Trust is no longer allowed 
to distribute ARVs and thus the holistic care was interrupted, resulting 
in unnecessary complications around treatment adherence and 
transport.  Many people from Hamburg and the surrounds die

Creation Altarpiece exhibited at St George’s Cathedral, 
Cape Town

Creation Altarpiece exhibited at SASOL Hall, Johannesburg

Keiskamma Altarpiece exhibited at the National Cathedral, 
Washington DC

Keiskamma Altarpiece exhibited in Southwark Cathedral, 
London

Cream Tapestry acquired by private collector, Lance Clark, 
United Kingdom

Keiskamma Art Project nominated BASA finalist

Creation Altarpiece exhibited at UNISA Art Gallery, Pretoria

Children Playing Games commissioned by Durban municipality 
for Moses Mabhida Stadium for 2010 World Cup Soccer

Keiskamma Altarpiece travels to Durban, Johannesburg and
Cape Town as part of the Make Art/Stop AIDS Exhibition

Keiskamma Guernica exhibited National Arts Festival, Makhanda 

Cycad and Dune Walk, Botanical Artworks exhibited at Kirstenbosch 
Botanical Art Biennale, Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens

Keiskamma Guernica exhibited at WITS, Johannesburg

Creation Altarpiece acquired by UNISA Art Gallery

Keiskamma Guernica acquired by Red Location Museum, Gqeberha 

Exhibition with Kuru Project in Gabarone, Botswana  

South AfricAn treeS in time

KeisKamma Guernica



2011

2012

Keiskamma Art Project presented with BASA Chairman Premier Award

Entyatyambeni /In Flowers exhibited at
Oude Libertas Gallery, Stellenbosch

Entyatyambeni /In Flowers acquired by Vergelegen
and Tokara Wine Estates, Western Cape

The Dune Walk Tapestries acquired by
International Convention Centre, East London

Nguni Exhibition for the launch of Marguerite Poland’s book: 
Recessional for Grace, Bailey Farm, Johannesburg

Tapestry about the history of Rhodes University, Makhanda, 
commissioned by Rhodes University

Aware!2FOware exhibition, Cape Town

Replica of Keiskamma Guernica travels to Durban, Cape Town, 
Johannesburg for Make Art Stop AIDS

Dr Carol Hofmeyr, founder of the Keiskamma Art Project, awarded 
Ellen Kuzwayo Award, University of Johannesburg

Keiskamma Altarpiece acquired by RMB

Series of three tapestries commissioned for Boughton Castle (UK)

Human Rights Tapestry shown at the Human Rights Arts
and Film Festival in Melbourne, Australia

“Manifest0” and “Just us at work tapestries” Kassel, Germany,
during Documenta 13

Replica of the Keiskamma Guernica exhibited at the Smithsonian 
Folklife Festival in Washington DC

Creating Connections exhibition at Oude Libertas Gallery, Stellenbosch

Pointure at University of Johannesburg (UJ) Art Gallery
with the Children Altarpiece

Dr Carol Hofmeyr, founder of the Keiskamma Art Project awarded 
honorary fellowship at Royal College of Physicians, London

Keiskamma Guernica shown at the 13th Venice Biennale

Large scale photographic print of Keiskamma Guernica
and photographs of the Keiskamma Altarpiece

at the Southbank Centre, London



2013

2014

2015

2016

2017
Cyril Ramaphosa elected president of the ANC

Dr Carol Hofmeyr, founder of the Keiskamma Art Project 
awarded Honorary doctorate from Rhodes University

Botanicals exhibited at McMullen Gallery, Edmonton, Canada

Keiskamma Altarpiece exhibited in Hamburg, Germany

Series of 4 Tapestries for Boughton Castle, United Kingdom

Carnival of the Animals performance
at National Arts Festival, Makhanda

The Difference Loom (temporary exhibition of Keiskamma 
Guernica) at the National Gallery, Cape Town

Kalahari Veldfood and Last Supper Table with Kuru Art Project, 
Kirstenbosch Botanical Art Biennale,

Kirstenbosch Botanical Gardens, Cape Town

St Andrew’s Tapestry commissioned for the Lady Chapel of the 
Cathedral of St Michael’s and St George’s, Makhanda

Flower Power for Graca Machel, commissioned by
University of Cape Town for the Graca Machel residence, Cape Town

Botanicals

biko tapestry

IntsIkIzI tapestrIes

Women’s Charter tapestries



2018

2019

2020

2021

Cyril Ramaphosa assumes office as President

Land occupation protests in Western Cape

First human cases of COVID-19 were 
reported by officials in Wuhan City, China, in 
December 2019

South Africa goes into National Lockdown to 
flatten the coronavirus curve

Keiskamma Tapestry exhibited by The Constitution Hill Trust 
in the Constitutional Hill gallery, honoured by Albie Sachs, 

former judge in the Constitutional Court of South Africa

Sin of Omission panels (four) in conjunction with book launch 
Marguerite Poland, GFI Art Gallery, Gqeberha

and St Andrew’s Chapel, Makhanda

Thomas Mapikela Debating Chamber panels (four),
St Andrew’s School, Makhanda

Mount Pleasant land conflict tapestry, Hermanus

7Days collaboration exhibited at the Temple Israel,
Wynberg Cape Town

7Days collaboration exhibited at Zeitz MOCAA, Cape Town

Cuttings 1820–2020, collaborative exhibition
at GFI Art Gallery, Gqeberha

Rural-To-Urban – A Linked Heritage, GFI Art Gallery, Gqeberha

Mapula, Winterveld, Tshwane exchange with Keiskamma Art 
Project culminating in a virtual exhibition at Peltz Gallery, London

A New eArth

Our Daily BreaD, resilience TapesTry
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At the heart of the collective are the many artists who have 

spent years of their lives producing colossal and influential 

works. It must be recognised that the Keiskamma Art Project 

is a result of an almost miraculous sharing of skills and 

experiences between people who would not have been able 

to meet under normal circumstances. Exchanges of talent and 

trust. Relationships built and stories told of a shared humanity. 

 

What follows is a list of names of all who have been part of 

this extraordinary story, from Hamburg and its surrounds, and 

beyond, across the world. 

 

Immeasurably respected and distinguished, these artists 

exhibit determination and creativity that play an urgent part 

in understanding the complexities of experience in this part 

of the world, and in a global context. Lives that overflow with 

compassion and cruelty, mortality and impermanence.



Adele Cutten 

Aileen Pulman

Albie Sachs

Alex Fialho

Alison Sher

Althea Hofmeyr

Andiswa Macingwana                                                   

Andrew Hofmeyr

Andy Caldwell

Anelisa Kekezwa

Anelisa Nyongo

Anna-Mari Claasen

Anne Fanning

Anne Margo

Anneke Viljoen

Annette Wentworth

Annie Arnold

Annie Coombs

Anthony Hitchcock

Arnoud van der Zee

Asanda Nompunga

Aviwe Myataza

Aviwe Zita

Avumile Nyongo                                                              

Ayanda Gcezengana

Babalwa Ndonga

Bandlakazi Nyongo

Barbara Bailey

Barbara Johnson

Barbara L’Ange

Barbara Salorsh

Bart Cox

Bertha Tiemstra

Bettina Woodward

Bev Gillespie

Binky Newman 

Bjorn Ronneberg

Bonelwa Paliso

Bonelwe Nkani

Bongiwe Mtalana

Bonisiwe Halana

Boniwe Mfecane

Brenda Fishwick

Brenda Schmahmann

Bruce Howard

Bukelwa Ngqula

Bulelwa Dyanti

Bulelwa Dyido

Bulelwa Paliso

Buyiswa Beja

Caciswa Nyongo

Callie Williams

Carol Brown

Carol Hofmeyr

Carol Hogarth

Caroline Tyibilika Nyongo

Cathy Stanley

Cebo Mvubu

Cecelia Mowatt

Cecilia Matshobongwana

Cheryl Mahaffy

Cheryl Rumback

Christopher Peter

Christopher Till

Cikizwa Makina

Cingelwa Nondini

Coleen Driessel

Colin Johnson

Colleen Eitzen

Collette Tilley

Constance Nyongo

Daniel Hutchinson

Dave Woods

David Bellamy

David Gere

Deborah Adams Doering

Denise Moys

Derek Oxlee

Derek Wentworth

Des Kopke

Dorothea Moors

Doug Woudstra

Dr Laura Bechtold 

Eddie Jange

Edith Sinnema

Eileen Harakal

Elbe Coetzee

Elizabeth Buccleugh

Elizabeth Walton

Ellen Johnson

Elnor Leach

Emma Leach

Emma O’Brien

Esethu Makubalo

Eugene Hon

Evelyn Martin

Faiqa Abrams

Farzanah Badsha

Finn Ballenden

Florence Danais

Frances Andrew

Franck Danais

Gail Dorje

Gaqane Tupeni

Garvey MacDonald

Gaye Staurup

Giles Hefer

Giqwa Ntombazana Mvinqi

Given Nkuna

Gladys Makubalo

Glaudin Kruger

Glenn Doering

Gloria Steerman

Goetz Plessing

Grace Cross

Graeme Hofmeyr

Greg Kerr

GT Ferreira

Gwen Friedman

Hannah Gelderman

Heather Holmes 

Heather Osner

Helen Vosloo

Hikaru Noguchi

Howard Walton

Ilse Schermers Griesel

Ingrid Dekker

Inka Schubert

Irene Aylott

Irene Neilson

Irene Nielson

Irma Albers

Isaac Salle

Ismail Mahomed

Jackie Downs

Jacky Jezewski

Jacob Lebeko

Jade Khoury

James Roberts

Jan Chalmers

Jane Adams

Jane Butler

Jane Solomon

Jane Spriggs

Janet Holding

Janine Bath

Janine Peters

Jannick Herrenkenecht

Jantje van der Merwe

Jay Naidoo

Jen Hoyer

Jen Roland

Jeremy Woodward

Jill Cantor

Jim Neilson

Jo Hague

Joan Hofmeyr

Joanne Long

John Brown

John Feitelson

John Kincaid

John Margo

Joke Alexander

Jon-Liam Peters

Jongikhaya Bojana

Joshua Stanley

Judy Otwe

Juha Korvela

Julian McGowan

Justine Waterson

Justus Hofmeyr

Karen Mostert



Karl Hofmeyr

Kathy Robins

Keith McAdam

Kerry Thomas

Khuthala Nxadi

Kim Sacks

Kristin Plessing

Kuru Art Project

Kwanele Ganto

Kyla Davis

Leila Baracchini 

Leon du Preez

Les Cohn

Linda Ganto

Linda Luxon

Linda Mase

Linda Ruiter

Lindiswa Gedze

Lindsay Wentworth

Lisa Gruenberg

Lisa Nettleton

Lisa Nyongo

Liz Chalmers

Liz Vels

Lois Fort

Louis Peter

Louisa Cortado

Louise Leach

Lubabalo Gusha

Lubahalo Nxadi

Lucinda Jolly

Lucy Kemp

Ludmila Yamalova

Lulama Magoswana

Luleka Goxo

Lumka Macingwana

Lumnka Lumnka Macingwano

Lunyelwa Nyongo

Lydia Malumbezo

Lynley Watson

Lynne Pederson

Lynne Price

Lynnette Marias

Madlingozi Fikiswa

Magda Greyling

Mahlubandile Makubalo

Malcolm Driesel

Malin Olofsson

Malixole Mangwane

Mandisa Makubalo

Marcel Selfer

Maren Winter

Margaret Woermann

Margie Murgatroyd

Marguerite Poland

Margy Malan

Maria Hofmeyr

Maria Huyser-Wierenga

Marieka Jacobs

Marielda Marais

Marilyn Scott

Marion Counihan

Marion Whitened

Marj Holmes 

Martin Scholtz

Mary Faure

Mary van Bloemenstein

Matthew Kellen

Maude Brown

MC Roodt

Melba Makubalo

Melissa Mboweni

Michael Moys

Michael Schubert

Michaela Howse

Michelle Constant

Miki Redelingys

Mirriam Qwabe

Mishak Jakarasi

Mpumi Fundam

Msindisi Mva

Murray Arnold

Murray Hofmeyr

Mzontsundu Zitha

Nan Staples

Nancy Mallett 

Nandipha Yona

Nanette Bird

Nathan Mason 

Ncameka Gedze

Ndileka Dyido

Ndileka Mapuma

Neil Sawer

Nick Stavrakis

Nicki Westcott

Nicola Ashmore

Nii Botchway 

Nila Osline

Nobambo Ziqula

Nobantu Ngqani

Nobukho Nqaba

Nobuyiselo Malumbezo

Nofumene Tobi

Nojongile Gxamza

Nokhanyo Nkani

Nokhulula Maneli

Nokulunga Tupeni

Nokuphiwa Gedze

Nokuzola Mbiko

Nokuzola Mnkile

Nokuzola Mvaphantsi

Nokuzola Ndonga

Nokwakha Makina

Nokwanda Makhubalo

Nolakhe Dyido

Nolindile Mbande

Nolitha Nxadi

Nolovuyo Tobi

Nolufefe Tobi

Nolungile Ndonga

Nolusindiso Halana

Nolusindiso Jakavula

Noluthando Makubalo

Noluthando Mapuma

Noluthando Ngqula

Noluvuyo Damoyi

Nomabhelu Nyongo

Nomakhaya Dada

Nomakhazi Tobi

Nomalinge Skotshi

Nomalungisa Warosi

Nomantombazana Joe

Nomathamsanqa Ndonga

Nomawethu Nkani

Nomawethu Ntantiso

Nomawethu Tobi

Nombasa Saki

Nombeko Ganto

Nombizininzi Mkonjeni

Nombulelo Jack

Nombulelo Paliso

Nombuyiselo Malumbezo

Nomen Mei

Nomfundo Gqwaka

Nomfundo Makubalo

Nomfuneko Bopani

Nomfusi Nkani

Nomgcobo Nompunga

Nomiki Gwebushe

Nomkhosi Nyongo

Nomonde Bojana

Nomonde Mthandana

Nomonde Ndlondlo

Nompumezo Peyi

Nomqzwi Gwebushe

Nomsa Ngcayi

Nomsi Mei

Nomthandazo Mantana

Nomthandazo Mbiko

Nomvula Xhaka

Nomvuselelo Nyongo

Nomvuyiseko Qwabe

Nomzamo Makubalo

Nonceba Deliwe

Nonceba Ncubela

Nonceba Ngxobongwana

Nondumiso Solo

Nonkhuleko Mbiko

Nontembeko Dyiolo

Nontembeko Nxadi

Nontembiso Kawe

Nontsikelelo Mavela



Nontuthuzelo Mtalana

Nonyameko Gqwaka

Nonzali Makhubalo

Nonzaliseko Makubalo

Nonzaliseko Ngcayi

Nonzuzo Tinta

Nophiwe Gedze

Nosandisile Maxaulana

Nosimasile Makubhalo

Nosiphiwo Magoswana

Nosiphiwo Mangwane

Nosipho Mtshonisi

Nosisana Makhubalo

Nosithembele Ngcayi

Nothozamile Paliso

Nothozamile Zitha

Novukile Ntamo

Novuyani Peyi

Nowandile Ma jamani

Noxolo Nyongo

Nozeti Makhubalo

Nozibele Nxadi

Nozolile Gedze

Nozuko Tyibilika

Nozuko Zita

Ntombabambo Deliwe

Ntombazana Mvingqi

Ntombekhaya Nongce

Ntombizakhe Sikani

Ntombizininzi Mkhonjeni

Ntombizodwa Gcezengana

Ntombizodwa Mbiko

Ntombizonke Nxeve

Odwa Mbiko

Odwa Yona

Pam Driesel

Patrick Alexander

Paul Mills

Paul Roux

Penny McAdam

Penny Price

Phyllis Orsi

Pieter Brown

Pieter Dirk Uys

Pippa Hetherington

Porky Hefer

Priscilla Paliso

Pumeza Macingwana

Pumla Kekezwa

Pumla Zita

Pumza Magoswana

Pumza Tyam

Qhama Ngwendu

Qhama Nongce

Queen Msizi

Queen Peyi

Rayda Bekker

Renzske Scholtz-Hofmeyr

Richard Buccleugh

Rob Chalmers

Rob Gess

Rob o‘Donoghue

Robbie Georgiou

Robert Hofneyr

Robin Miller

Robin Stewart Clarke

Roena Griesel

Rory Riordan

Rosalie Gelderman

Ross Aylott

Ruth Sacks

Sally Adams Jones

Sally Scott

Sam Venter 

Saneliswa Maxengana

Sarah Garson

Sarah Leach

Sarah Schouten

Sasha Scholtz

Sbabalwe Nxadi

Sebastian Jones

Sebenze Gxamza

Seth Long

Setyenzwa Mangwane

Seymour Cantor

Shylock Khosa

Simona Patap

Sinovuyo Makubalo

Sinoxdo Zitha 

Sisa Ntlago

Sisipho Peyi

Sisiwe Makubalo

Sisizwe Mva

Siyabonga Maswana

Sofia Grönvall

Sonja da Rego

Stan Sher

Stefan Antoni

Sue Heathcock

Sue McNab

Sue Sellschop

Susan Paterson

Susanna Salle

Susanna Schouten Woudstra

Susanne Knol

Sylvia Dayi

Sylvia Stofile

Tabisa Nxadi

Tandiswa Nxadi

Tanya Jordaan

Tara Kozul

Thabang Meslane

Thabisa Magquphu

Thabisa Nxadi

Thandazwa Mqali

Thea Ramsay

Thembeka Makubalo

Thembisa Gusha

Thembisa Makubalo

Thembisa Mavela

Thembisa Nxadi

Thobisa Mase

Thobisa Nkani

Tim Wege

Tom Georgiou

Toni Ann Ballenden

Tony Ribbink

Tori Stowe

Toronto Cathedral

Trevor Acton

Trevynn McGowan

Unathi Meslane

Val Arnold

Valerie Herder

Vanessa Ruiz

Velelwa Peyi

Veliswa Peyi

Veronica Betani

Victoria Nxadi

Vivian Solwandle

Vuyelwa Nxadi

Vuyelwa Xhotyeni

Wendy Hitchcock

Wilfred Alero

Winnie Sze 

Xolelwa Tupeni

Xoliswa Mavela

Xoliswa Zondeka

Xoliswe Tile

Yda Walt

Yelda Bayraktar

Yoliswa Peyi

Zamo Gxamza

Zaziwe Nyongo

Zelide Chalmers 

Zimkhitha Makubalo

Zodwa Tutani

Zoe Neilson

Zoleka Ma jamani

Zoleka Makubalo

Zoleka Matota

Zoleka Tinta

Zukisiwa Pakama

Zukiswa Zitha



Curatorial researCh: Cathy stanley and Pippa hetherington

Words: Pippa hetherington
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